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Building of Local ‘Significant Architectural’ Interest Proposal – Approved CCC June 2017 

Building: Rock Road Library Road Library 

Date Built: 1935/6 

Architect: Team led by Cambridge Borough Engineer & Surveyor - George William Teasdale 

Builder: Kidman and Sons and Sons 

Original Use: Branch Library 

Current Use: Library, Community Hub and Garden 

Location: 69 Rock Road, Cambridge 

Description: 

A red brick, single-storey, flat-roofed Art Deco-style building built in 1935/61 providing 293 m2 of 
space.  Art Deco2, which flourished between the wars, references a mixture of styles - classical, 
Egyptian, neo-georgian.  The combination of features at Rock Road Library is typical including: 
‘neoclassical columns, stepped masses, monumental entrances and stylised decoration’ and 
‘notably, geometrical symmetry’.� 1   

‘Total design’ was another important aspect of Art Deco - all internal and external details were 
‘dignified by the designer’s attention’2.  As a civic building, the Library’s interior décor is not 
lavish, but features such as mouldings, windows and heating etc. are well designed.  Unusual, 
intriguing features are an internal bay-windowed kiosk – presumably for issuing books – and a 
tiny Librarian’s office, currently used as a cupboard.   

It is built of red, London Brick Company (LBC) brick; by the 1930s these had superseded ‘white 
Cambridge Gaults’ as the fashionable material of choice.  Rock Road’s oldest houses (1896) 
are of gault-construction with red brick decoration, while later villas such as those neighbouring 
the Library are of gault-construction to the rear with red-brick facades.  A decorative mixture of 
red, grey and brown brick shades are used for the Library’s front elevation and part of the side 
wall, however, the bricks used for walls not visible from the street are monochrome ‘red rustics’ 
with a textured finish.  Textured bricks were designed for rendering, a common feature of Art 
Deco buildings, but it is unlikely that a smooth, white-painted render had been planned as these 
walls are not visible from the street - it would be reasonable to conjecture that ‘rustics’ were 
used for reasons of economy. were used for reasons of economy. 

By the 1930s, sunshine had become fashionable and many buildings of the period incorporate 
roof lights and ‘windows large and high enough to admit the sun’3’; Rock Road Library has large 
windows on three elevations in a mixture of styles – those facing the street have differing-size 
panes in a symmetrical design – side and rear windows have a regular, neo-georgian 
arrangement.  Metal-framed ‘Crittall’ windows, probably manufactured in Essex, epitomise inter-
war Art Deco and Modernist buildings.  In the roof, are nine light wells, currently obscured by 
plastic coverings, presumably intended to improve insulation - heat loss was an early and 
common complaint concerning Art Deco roof-lights. common complaint concerning Art Deco 
roof-lights. 

There has been remarkably little external or internal alteration to the building.  Recent, minor 
interventions include addition of a ‘pre-fab’ toilet extension (1994) and insertion of Crittal-style 
doors in the rear elevation to provide access to the garden (2014).Crittal-style doors in the rear 
elevation to provide access to the garden (2014). 

																																																								
1	Milton Road Library to the north of the city. 
2 Art Deco dates back to a 1925 Paris Exposition although the term was not used until the 1960s.	
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History: 

Victorian movements to improve and educate the working classes led to the 1850 Public Library 
Act that enabled cities to establish free libraries.  The first such library in Cambridge was 
established in 1857 in the Quaker Meeting House in Jesus Lane.  In 1919, national legislation 
removed restrictions on the rate-income that local authorities could gather allowing county 
councils to build public libraries for the first time. By the late 1930s, significant numbers had 
been built4. Located in the Rock estate3, an area of suburban villas developed from the late 
1890s, Rock Road Library was the first branch library to be opened in Cambridge after Mill 
Road Library (1897). Its creation was first mooted in 1934, when the Borough Council’s Library 
Sub-Committee decided, as an interim measure to meet local demand from readers, to set up a 
School Branch Library in nearby Morley Memorial School. 'Speaking at the official inauguration 
of Rock Road Library on 20th May 1936, Councillor Swift observed that: ‘The [Library] 
Committee believed that in these days of difficulty, it was important that there should be in every 
district a building which would help to circulate among the surrounding people, the best ideas 
and information for their guidance and thought’.  He then went on to express the hope that ‘in 
days to come, this building will become more and more the intellectual home of the people who 
live round it’.  To judge by the impassioned voices raised by those at public meetings held in 
2011, the local community is profoundly attached to its ‘intellectual home’. 
 

Future: 

Cambridgeshire County Council has responsibility for running library services and, as local 
government budgets are constantly under pressure, the service and the building are vulnerable. 
As explained in Historic England's review of Library architecture: 'Public library service provision 
in the United Kingdom has been undergoing radical change, particularly since severe cuts to 
local authority budgets by the Government in 2010. A local authority is statutorily bound to 
provide a library service, but the extent of the service, how it should be provided, and where and 
when is not prescribed.' 5	

Few Art Deco buildings survive in their entirety, as responses to technological advances have 
led to reconstruction, renovation and change of use.  Cambridge's Rock Road Library is soon to 
be unique in the city as Milton Road Library, a similar Art Deco library built in the 1930s, is 
scheduled for demolition due to structural failure.  More positively, Torquay's 1938 purpose-built 
Art Deco-style library (also the design of the Borough engineer) was refurbished in 2004 
following user consultationiv.  Rock Road Library is extremely popular in the community - a 
Friends Group is actively raising funds to ensure the longevity of the building and service, 
aiming to reduce its running costs by optimising the building’s energy-efficiency, space 
utilisation and income generating potential.  As at Torquay, It is also proposed to improve the 
internal décor and enhance the original features.  	

Art Deco has been described as ‘a response to the conditions and preoccupations of the time, 
beginning with the devastation and hardship caused by World War I.  The key notes of the era 
were optimism and escapism.’6 Hopefully, the building will continue to provide a refuge for 
optimists for many years to come!	

	

	

	

	 	

																																																								
3	The area was still referred to as Cherry Hinton at this time. 
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Original Plans 

 

 

Decorated Front Elevation, 1955 (Cambridgeshire Collection) 
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Front Elevation, 2012 

 

Unornamented/Plain Rear Elevation and Garden 2013 
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Original and Typical Art Deco Features 

Symmetrical, Stepped Parapet above Cement-render Band Course, Central Name Plaque 

 
Monumental Entrance in Side Wing with 
Pierced Parapet 

LBC Bricks 
Front Elevation, Mixed Reds 

 

 

Red Rustics Side and Rear walls 

 

Obscured Sky-lights in Flat Roof Change of Brick-colour Line 
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20th-century Style, Crittall Windows �7 Neo-Georgian Style, Crittall Windowsindows 

 

 

Total Design: Radiator Recesses  

  
Quirky Design Detail: Librarian’s Office  Book Issuing Bay 
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Stylised Decoration: Parapet half-round 
Ridge Tiles & Geometric Fan-light 

Neo-classical Columns 

 

 

 
 
Original Basement Oil Tank 
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Criteria for Listing - may fulfil one or more: 
Age & Integrity: any building pre-1840 which exists in a style, form and construction similar to 
the original. n/a 
Architectural Quality: buildings that are of very high quality design and use of materials, and 
strong aesthetic appeal. That the architecture is attractive has been contested but many 
feel that the details and integrity of the building have charm. 

Architectural Style: high quality buildings that are typical or rare surviving examples of 
particular architectural styles, building materials or building forms. Unusually in the city, the 
building’s exterior remains as originally designed – a second Cambridge library 
designed by Teasdale, Milton Road Library, is scheduled for demolition as a 
consequence of subsidence8. 
Well-known Architect: high quality work of notable architects, local or otherwise. Teasdale 
was responsible for many buildings in the City including Coleridge School and Milton 
Road Library. 
Innovation: buildings that show considerable innovation in the use of materials or techniques, 
or very early examples of styles that are later popular. The style of the building contrasts 
with those in the street, nevertheless, blends in well. 

Group or Street Scene value:  buildings that contribute to a terrace, square, crescent or other 
group of buildings planned as a whole. Buildings that make a significant contribution to the 
streetscape, because of uniformity or contrast, or because they enclose or define an area or 
create a view.  Groups of buildings that together fulfil one of the other criteria, architectural or 
historic. n/a 

Landmark Value: buildings that stand out as landmarks in the street scene, whether because 
of size, height, architectural style, unusual building materials, a specific feature or any other 
reason. Most of the architecture in the locality is Victorian and Edwardian – eras of 
architecture now much valued by home-buyers.  Buildings constructed between the wars 
are less appreciated, less documented and vulnerable.   

 

Historic Interest: buildings may also be included on the list of Buildings of Local Interest if they 
are of substantial historic interest, provided they are also of architectural interest.  Such 
buildings may be important in the social, political, industrial, economic or architectural history of 
the City of Cambridge (for example, meeting places, social venues, places of entertainment, 
banks, places of worship, factories, almshouses, workhouses, transport-related buildings) or 
have a strong connection with a notable person. This building has associations with local 
academics, notable authors and musicians who lived locally … Sir Peter Hall, Roger 
Waters, Sid Barrett, etc. 
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